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Public Retail Customers (PRC) 1 
within the ERCOT Competitive Market have 

2 options when buying electricity 
 
NO-BID OPTION: Contracting with the General Land Office (GLO) State Power Program (SPP)  
 
Ø Does not require PRCs to publicly bid or issue an RFP 
 

Ø Contract terms are achieved in an undisclosed one-dimensional interagency agreement with the GLO.  
Competitive bidding is not required and the use of the state agency seal prevents a level playing field 
 

Ø The GLO SPP is exempt from paying the gross receipts utility tax2 and PUC administration fee.3 An 
automatic 2.167% max advantage 

 

Ø Both providers access the same wholesale electric market with similar pricing.  A strict interpretation of 
the statutory authority4 allowing the GLO to sell or convey power allows the GLO SPP to only provide 
electricity produced with “in-kind” natural gas - bypassing the diverse energy resources and opportunities 
available in the wholesale marketplace 

 

Ø The GLO SPP utilizes a Power Marketer to access the wholesale market which could result in additional 
fees being assessed and not disclosed 

 

Ø Both providers access the same transmission & distribution networks with the same costs 
 
PUBLIC-BID OPTION: Contracting with a Private Retail Electric Provider (REP) 
 
Ø Contract opportunities with PRCs are typically publicly disclosed and competitively bid with more than 100 

retail electric providers competing in a multi-dimensional highly competitive market 
 

Ø REPs must pay the gross receipts utility tax2 and PUC administration fees by law. If given the chance, REPs 
are often able to overcome this market disadvantage when competing against the GLO  

 

Ø REPs earn PRC business based on pricing, innovative product offerings, energy-efficiency programs, affinity 
programs, civic investment and other incentives based on customers individual needs 

 

Ø Both providers access the same wholesale electric market with similar pricing. REPs are able to fully utilize 
the diverse energy options, within the wholesale market, like solar, wind, nuclear, and coal.  All of which is 
opportunistically and dynamically hedged for the most competitive price 

 

Ø Both providers access the same transmission & distribution network with the same costs 
                                                        
1 Public school district, public university, state agency, political subdivision of the state, military installation or the U.S., veteran’s 
affairs facility 
2 GRT is assessed on a per capita basis in incorporated cities and towns with a maximum rate of 1.997% for cities with 10,000 or more in 
population. 25% is dedicated to the School Foundation Fund.  Municipal and Cooperative electric providers do not pay GRT, nor does GLO SPP 
compete in these areas. 
3 Public Utility Code Chapter 16 PUCA fees = 0.167% 
4 Statutory Authority is granted in Subchapter D of the Utilities Code: Section 35.102,  STATE AUTHORITY TO SELL OR CONVEY POWER OR 
NATURAL GAS.  (a)  The commissioner, acting on behalf of the state, may sell or otherwise convey power or natural gas generated from 
royalties taken in kind as provided by Sections 52.133(f), 53.026, and 53.077, Natural Resources Code, directly to a public retail customer 
regardless of whether the public retail customer is also classified as a wholesale customer under other provisions of this title 
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